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Which penalties require the official to
write a game report following the game?
(HCOP 4-4)

Correct

 a) Match Penalty

 b) Double minor

 c) Game Ejection

 d) Gross Misconduct

 e) Game Misconduct

 f) all of the above

 g) All except B

 h) A, D, and E

During an altercation in the two-official
system, what does the official who
whistled the play down do? (HCOP 4-5)

Correct

 a) get in there and break it up.

 b) retreat to the penalty bench

 c) take up a position to see the players
involved, the other players, and the benches
(similar to a position taken by the referee in
the 3-official system) while also being close
enougth to talk the players out of the scrum.

 d) remove all the players that are not
"fighting" to their benches (goalies stay in
their creases) using your voice and physical
presence

During a penalty shot, where should the
"back linesperson" (or back official in
the two official system) be relative to the
benches? (HWRD Resources, HCOP 4-
10)

Correct

 a) Regardless of whether the benches
are on the same side or opposite sides of
the ice, stand on the middle of the blue line
at the end of the ice where the penalty shot
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is not taking place.

 b) if the benches on the same side of the
ice then stand between them

 c) if the benches are on the opposte sides
of the ice then stand on the side of the ice of
the team who is taking the penalty shot.

 d) stand at center ice

 e) at the timekeeper's box

 f) either b) and c) depending on the arena

How close should the linesperson (or
referee in the neutral zone in the 2-
official system) stay to the boards during
the play? (HWRD Resources, HCOP 5-2)

Correct

 a) With his body touching the boards

 b) no further than 6 inches off the boards

 c) no further than 3 to 5 feet off the
boards

 d) no further than 10 feet

The referee is talking to a captain or the
coach. What should the linespeople do?
(HWRD Resoures, HCOP 5-3)

Correct

 a) both linespeople should participate in
the conversation

 b) one linesperson goes to participate in
the conversation and the other manages the
other players on the ice.

 c) both linespeople are at the
conversation but do not participate in the
conversation…only listen to the conversation

 d) one linesperson goes to listen to the
conversation but is not involved in it and the
other manages the other players on the ice.

According to "The How-To of No Change
Icing" (Found in HWRD Resources-
Procedures), what is the line change
procedure if the visiting team ices the
puck?

Correct

 a) Verbally tell the home team not to
change and invite the visitors to change.

 b) Raise your arm when the visitng team
finishes the change while continuing to
communicate that the home team may not



communicate that the home team may not
change.

 c) verbally indicate all changes are done
when the visiting team is done and drop your
arm

 d) none of the above. Do a normal line
change.

 e) none of the above. Do a normal line
change but start it faster to stop the visiting
team from changing.

 f) A, B, and C

According to "Perspectives-How to call a
penalty" (Found in HWRD resources-
procedures of wpgrefs.com) how long
does the referee wait to signal a penalty
after stopping play?

Correct

 Do not wait, start your penalty call as
soon as you stop play.

 Wait three seconds to let the entire arena
focus on you.

 Wait three seconds to remember your
call.

 Wait ten seconds.

Where should the linesperson position
her skates when the puck is in the
attacking zone of her end? ("Blue lIne
Positioning" in HWRD Resources-
Positioning of wpgrefs.com)

Correct

 20 to 30 centimeters inside the blue line
so that she is inside the attacking zone

 20 to 30 centimeters outside the blue line
so that her skates are in the neutral zone

 On the blue line

 Near the top of the endzone circle.

 At the redline.

According to "Endzone Positioning"
(Found in the HWRD Resources-
Positioning section of wpgrefs.com),
where should the referee be positioned
when the puck is at the top of the circle
on the opposite side of the ice from the
ice?

Correct

 Home Base



 Half-Piston

 At-the-net

 Below the goal-line

The referee has identified a fan from
team A to remove for abuse of an official.
The fan refuses to leave. State the
referee's next step. ("Removing
someone" in the HWRD resources-Game
Management section)

Correct

 The referee continues to talk to the fan,
reasoning with the fan that they need to
leave.

 The referee asks the rink attendant for
help.

 The referee puts two minutes on the
clock, then continues to reason with the fan.

 The referee puts two minutes on the
clock, and informs the benches of the
situation, finds safe place to wait.
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